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Gestation Crate 

 

As The Professional Manufacture, We Would Like 

To Provide You Cason® Gestation Crate. The 

Gestation Crate Can Provide Maximum Space For 

The Sows To Rest, Natural Behaviour Of The 

Sows Is Feeding And Exercising Simultaneously, 

Privacy For The Sows Is Provided, Stress Is 

Reduced, Acilitate InsemiNation And Pregnancy 

Testing 

 

 

 

Product Description 

As a professional high quality Cason® Gestation Crate manufacture, you can rest assured 

to buy Cason® Gestation Crate from our factory and we will offer you the best after-sale 

service and timely delivery. The company has always been oriented by customer demand 

and respect for talents, constantly improve their strength, improve service level and quality. 

With many European and American, Asian and domestic customers, we have established 

long-term good relationship with common progress. Sincerely expect to join hands with 

you to create the future. 

 

China Gestation Crate Manufacturers, Suppliers and Factory Called 

casonmetalproduct with Cheap Price 

 

The Cason® gestation crate(individual stall) is usually used for insemination or gestation 

sows. It can make the insemination easier, and can protect the gestation sows. 

 

The Cason® gestation crate can provide maximum space for the sows to rest, 

Natural  behaviour of the sows is feeding and exercising simultaneously, privacy for the 

sows is provided, stress is reduced, acilitate insemination and pregnancy testing.Our 

rewards are reduce selling prices,dynamic revenue team,specialized QC,sturdy 

factories,superior quality services for Reasonable price China Pig Farm House Crate 

Equipment Gestation Crate, For further queries or should you have any question 

regarding our solutions, make sure you do not hesitate to contact us. Reasonable price 

China Galvanized Pens, Gestation Stalls, Our faith is to be honest first, so we just supply 

high quality goods to our customers. Genuinely hope that we can be business partners. 

We believe that we can establish long time business relationship with each other. You can 

contact us freely for more information and pricelist of our products and solutions ! 

 

Product Parameter (Specification)  

Size : 2.2M*0.65M φ32×2.5mm circular tube Pig  raising 
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Packing way Pallet 
  

material Wholly hot-dip galvanized  2.0- 2.3MM 
 

warranty 2 years 
  

 

Gestation Crate Feature And Application  

1 : The surface was treated by hot-dip galvanization with uniform coating, which give the 

crate long service life. 

2：We use solid steel bar instead of pipe, which is much stronger and more durable. 

3：For each pig, Gestation Crate has its own space, which make it very easy for 

insemination and physical examination. 

4：Both the front door and back door of Gestation Crate can be assembled in two ways 

and opened conveniently, which is flexible for different farms. 

 

Gestation Crate Details  

 

 

Product Qualification  
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Deliver,Shipping And Serving  

The lead time of Gestation Crate is 30 days upon got your order. 

Payment: we could discuss together 

The shipping way: ocean 

 

FAQ  

1.Q:How far is your factory from the airport? 
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A:It will take 15 minutes from our company to Airport and take one half houre from our 

company to seaport. 

 

2.Q:Do you provide sample? Free or charge, such us Gestation Crate? 

A:we offer one pcs sample for free. 

 

3.Q:What is your MOQ? 

A:Our MOQ is 10 pcs. 

 

4.Q:Are you a trading company or a manufacturer? 

A:We are Gestation Crate manufacturer. 

 

5.Q:How long is your delivery time? 

A:Our lead time is one month. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


